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In multi-label learning, each training instance is associated with multiple class labels. It is
typical in reality that relevant labels are partially missing and only a part of labels are valid,
resulting in the problem of weak multi-label learning with missing labels. It is still an evi-
dent challenge to estimate the ground-truth label matrix and to generate a prediction func-
tion, especially on the multi-label data with a large number of missing labels. In this paper,
we propose a multi-label learning framework within which feature structure and label
manifold are both utilized to recover the incomplete label matrix and to train the classifi-
cation model simultaneously. To mitigate the imbalanced risks brought by the sparse label
issue, a self-adaptive penalty factor is imposed on the deviated predictions of different
labels. Moreover, instance granular discrimination is incorporated in the framework to
characterize the approximate distribution structure of data. Matrix vectorization, cave-
convex programming (CCCP), and block coordinate descent techniques are employed to
solve the proposed optimization problem. Extensive experiments illustrate the superiority
of the proposed method against some well-established methods.

� 2022 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent years, multi-label learning has a wide range of real-world applications, such as image annotation, text catego-
rization and facial action unit (AU) recognition [16]. In multi-label learning, an instance is usually associated with multiple
class labels simultaneously rather than a single one, and the main purpose of learning is to determine a model that can accu-
rately predict the possible label set for test instances [22,42].

Conventional multi-label learning assumes that training data sets are completely labeled. However, this assumption is
usually infeasible in practice due to the high costs of annotation and the ambiguity among class labels. For example, in image
and video annotations, annotators with different backgrounds may ignore the labels they do not know or are of little interest,
especially when the label space is too large. In this case, the labels of examples are partially available and many labels are
missing, which is realized as the multi-label learning problem with missing labels [31]. In particular, annotators may only
give complete labels for a part of training examples and many training examples are unlabeled, which is realized as
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semi-supervised multi-label learning problem [1,23]; annotators may only give partial relevant labels for training examples.
In this case, many relevant labels are missing, which is realized as conventional multi-label learning problem with missing
labels [31]; annotators may only give partial relevant and irrelevant labels for training examples. In this case, relevant and
irrelevant labels of training examples are can be both missing, which is realized as general label learning problem with miss-
ing labels [41,47].

Recently, various types of approaches have been developed to conduct weak multi-label learning with missing labels. In
general, those methods can be categorized into two categories: algorithm adaptation and problem transformation. The algo-
rithm adaptation methods transform and upgrade existing learning algorithms so as to adapt them to various scenarios. The
problem transformation methods transform the multi-label learning problem into other well-established learning tasks
rather than directly learning from multi-label data. However, existing multi-label algorithms mainly utilize an identical data
representation in the discrimination of all instances of all class labels, while they can not learn the instance distribution and
discriminate the instance granular structure of data. Moreover, many studies ignore the class imbalance and sparse annota-
tion problems and treat relevant and irrelevant labels equally. This may drive the trained models to be more adaptable to the
structure of irrelevant labels rather than the relevant labels. Hence, the imbalance and sparsity of class labels could have a
large influence on the predictive performance.

In this paper, we tackle the practical yet challenging problem, i.e., weak multi-label learning with missing labels, and pro-
pose a new multi-label method that can learn the granular structure of instance spaces and can discriminate the class labels
of instance granules. In particular, the idea of Granular computing is introduced to partition the data into small sample gran-
ules and the label discrimination between different sample granules is formalized to increase the interclass distance and to
minimize the innerclass distance of sample granules. In the method, the learning of classifiers and the recovery of the label
matrix are performed simultaneously, and the instance and label manifolds are jointly utilized to reconstruct the label man-
ifold and to train the feature label mapping. Moreover, the self-adaptive penalty factor is introduced to make a trade-off
between the losses of the outputs for different labels. To accelerate the convergence of the optimization algorithm, the objec-
tive function w.r.t. each variable is converted to a vector form and is solved by concave-convex programming (CCCP) [40] and
block coordinate descent algorithm [35]. Finally, extensive experiments demonstrate that the proposed method is superior
to some state-of-the-art multi-label learning algorithms in multi-label classification with missing labels.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works on multi-label learning with missing
labels and Section 3 introduces the notations. In Sections 4, the proposed approach is formulated in detail, and the optimiza-
tion solution is presented. The experimental results are analyzed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 covers some concluding
remarks.
2. Related work

Multi-label learning refers to the problem that each example has multiple class labels simultaneously and comprehensive
reviews on this topic are available in excellent surveys [22,42]. Traditional supervised learning requires completely labeled
training examples which may not be easy to obtain in many real world applications. Multi-label learning with incomplete
labels has emerged in various application scenarios and has resulted in widespread attention in recent years. In some of early
works, missing labels are usually treated as negative labels, and then the multi-label data are converted to complete data. For
instance, Sun et al. [31] presented a weak label learning method by estimating the label information of training examples by
considering the feature information. Chen et al. [7] defined a regularization framework including two regularization terms
corresponding to the instance graph and category graph and predicted the labels of the unlabeled instances by solving a Syl-
vester equation. Yu et al. [39] proposed a generic low-rank empirical risk minimization framework for multi-label learning
with missing labels. Bucak et al. [5] presented a multi-label learning framework by considering the errors in ranking the
assigned class labels against the unassigned class labels. The idea of treating missing labels indiscriminately as negative
labels is based on the assumption of annotation sparsity, which may give rise to poor and unstable performance, especially
when too many ground-truth positive labels are recognized as negative labels.

To alleviate the influence of incomplete labels, matrix completion is an efficient scheme to handle weak multi-label clas-
sification tasks. Because of label-level/instance-level correlation, the Low-rank assumption is widely adopted to recover the
label matrix of examples. For example, Zhu et al. [46] proposed a label refinement formulation that comprehensively con-
sidered the low rank and sparsity of the label matrix. Luo et al. [24] employed multiview matrix completion to linearly com-
bine the predicted labels to approximate the ground-truth labels. Wu et al. [37] treated the testing instances as a part of the
unlabeled data and predicted the unlabeled items based on instance-level smoothness and class-level smoothness. In this
work, the prediction process is simultaneously accomplished in the training process, and no classifier is constructed, which
may limit the inductive capability. Liu et al. [23] proposed a low-rank multiview matrix completion model by utilizing mul-
tiple features taken from different views. Recently, Ma et al. [25] explored the low-rank and sparse structures of label sets
and transformed the feature matrix via low-dimensional embedding with a projection.

Label recovery and label mapping can also be implemented in a mutually benefit manner. For instance, Jing et al. [15]
developed semisupervised multi-label learning methods for handling cases with a small number of labeled instances and
a large number of unlabeled instances. Lin et al. [21] proposed the FalE algorithm via feature-aware implicit label space
embedding. Li et al. [18] proposed a prediction model to handle missing labels by conducting ranking-preserving
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low-rank factorization. Huang et al. [13] introduced a single framework within which missing label set recovery and the
label-specific feature learning are combined. Note that these methods captured only the global low-rank label structure,
while ignoring the local label structure. To solve this issue, Zhu et al. [47] exploited the global and local label structures
of label sets simultaneously and learned a mapping from the feature space to the latent low-rank label space. To apply label
similarity and instance similarity to the complement of missing labels, Dong et al. [10] constructed an ensemble of two inde-
pendent classifiers to improve the robustness of label prediction. By considering the low rank of label spaces from global and
local aspects, Ma et al. [26] developed a discriminative multi-label learning model by jointly capturing the local low-rank
structure and the global high-rank structure of label spaces. However, the classifier was learned by minimizing the losses
of the false outputs only on the observed labels which may limit the predictive effectiveness especially when the scale of
missing labels is large.

In addition, Granular Computing refers to a new computational paradigm which focuses on structuralized knowledge
organization and reasoning with information granules [19]. In early works, Zadeh [44] investigated information granulation
using fuzzy set theory. In this granulation, information granules are formulated which can be regarded as a collection of
examples drawn together by their closeness (resemblance, proximity, functionality, etc.) articulated in terms of some useful
spatial, temporal, or functional relationships. Yu and Pedrycz [27] regarded fuzzy sets as information granules and employed
the relationships among them to find solutions to various problems. Akram and Zafar [2–4] proposed the techniques of for-
mation of granular structures using fuzzy soft graphs. They provided a valid way to compute the parameterized family of
granules using fuzzy sets and fuzzy graphs. Although Granular Computing has played a visible role in the underlying tech-
nologies of machine learning and data mining, few works have been done on adopting Granular Computing for handling
multi-label data sets [6,28,30]. The idea of information granulation can utilize the structuralized instance information and
the label discriminant information to some extent, leaving room for further performance improvement of label prediction.
To this end, in this paper, information granulation is introduced to capture the sample distributions of data and sample gran-
ules are leveraged to enhance the label discrimination.
3. Problem statement and notations

Given a training data set xi; yið Þf gni¼1 and a label set L ¼ l1; l2 � ��; lq
� �

. The ith instance xi is represented by a d-dimensional
real-valued vector, which is associated with a q-dimensional binary label vector yi. Formally, denote
X ¼ x1;x2; � � �;xn½ �T 2 Rn�d by the feature matrix (T is the transposition), and Y ¼ y1; y2; � � �; yn½ �T 2 Rn�q by the label matrix.

In weakly labeled data, the ground-truth label matrix Y is often unavailable and only an incomplete label matrix eY is

observed due to the missing annotations. In this case, each entry would be eY ij 2 1;0;�1f g, where eY ij ¼ 1 means the ith

instance has the jth label, eY ij ¼ �1 means the ith instance does not has the jth label, and eY ij ¼ 0 means the annotation is
not available whose real value may be 1 or �1. The notations related in this paper are summarized in Table 1.

Our goal is to generate the coefficient matrix W 2 Rd�q which performs precisely on multi-label prediction and to con-
struct the approximately accurate label matrix Y satisfying the following properties:

(1) Coefficient matrix W is used to establish the link between the instance matrix and the label matrix. This can help us
utilize the feature information to reconstruct the label matrix.

(2) Y is consistent with the occurrence items in eY, i.e., Yij ¼ eY ij for eY ij – 0.
(3) Y satisfies local manifold smoothness. Similar class labels generally own larger concurrence percentage, and similar
instances generally have more relevant labels than dissimilar ones. In detail, each entry of Y can be derived by the nearest

rows and columns in eY. This can help us utilize the observed label manifold information to estimate the label matrix.
(4) The instance granules extracted from data can appropriately characterize the underlying structure of the data. To
reveal the global distribution of data, W can discriminate the instance granular structure. To be specific, the instance
granules with the same labels should preserve large similarity on their predicted outputs, whereas the instance granules
with different labels should preserve large diversity on their predicted outputs.
(5) ‘2;1 regularization is used which can also boost the influence of discriminative features on reconstructing specific
labels.

For a formal description, we introduce an integrated optimization loss function to express the above ideas:
minF �ð Þ þ k1S �ð Þ þ k2M �ð Þ þ k3R �ð Þ þ k4C �ð Þ; ð1Þ
where F �ð Þ is used to link the instance matrix with the label matrix, S �ð Þ is to preserve the consistency between Y andeY;M �ð Þ is the regulation term to utilize the local manifold smoothness, R �ð Þ is to enhance the discrimination of predicted
outputs of instance granules, C �ð Þ is the sparse regulation term of variables, and k1; k2; k3 and k4 are trade-off parameters
to balance the regularization terms.
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Table 1
Summary of notations used in this paper.

Notations Meaning

n Number of instances
d Number of features
q Number of labels
� Hadamard product
� Tensor product

xi 2 Rd Feature vector of ith instance

yi 2 Rq Label vector of ith instance
I Identity matrix
1u Unit vector

X 2 Rn�d Instance feature matrixeY 2 þ1;0;�1f gn�q Observed label matrix

S 2 Rn�n Instance similarity matrix
C 2 Rq�q Label similarity matrix
Mi� ith row of matrix M
M�j jth column of matrix M
Mij i; jth entry of matrix M

MT Transpose of matrix M

tr Mð Þ Trace of matrix M
vec Mð Þ Vectorization of matrix M
diag xð Þ Diagonalization matrix of vector x
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4. Proposed method

4.1. Mapping consistency

There is high correlation between the feature space and the label space. The reconstruction for label matrix Y should take
the advantage of the feature information. The reconstruction error can be represented by
F W;Yð Þ ¼ jj XW� Yð Þ � Jjj2F ; ð2Þ

where � is the Hadamard product (entrywise product) and J is the penalty factor matrix with each Jij setting as follows: IfeY ij ¼ 1, then Jij ¼ � N�

N ; If
eY ij ¼ �1, then Jij ¼ Nþ

N , where Nþ is the number of entries valued þ1 in matrix eY;N� is the number

of entries valued �1 in matrix eY , and N ¼ Nþ þ N�. In this way, the erroneous predictions for positive labels as well as neg-
ative labels can be treated with equal importance. Moreover, due to the unknown labels of missing entries, the penalty is

indiscriminately set Jij ¼ 1
2 when eY ij ¼ 0, which is the neutralization of the penalties of the positive and negative labels.

To select the label-specific features and to reduce the influence of irrelevant features, the sparse regulation term is learnt
as ‘2;1 norm of C Wð Þ ¼ jjWjj2;1.

4.2. Label consistency

The predicted label matrix Y should be consistent with the provided items in eY, i.e., Yij ¼ eY ij for eY ij – 0. Then, the loss
term is formulated as
S Wð Þ ¼ jj Y � eY� �
� Tjj2F : ð3Þ
The penalty factor matrix T is set as: If eY ij – 0, then Tij ¼ Jij; If eY ij ¼ 0, then Tij ¼ 0. The penalty factor matrix T can make a
balance between positive labels and negative labels. Moreover, the penalty for missing entries is not incurred due to the
unknown labels.

4.3. Local manifold smoothness

Missing labels can be derived from the information provided by nearest instances and nearest labels. We incorporate the
local manifold smoothness for label propagation, which is formulated as a new regularization term:
M W;Yð Þ ¼ jj SeYC� Y
� �

� Jjj2F ; ð4Þ
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where C is the label similarity matrix which is needed to learn, and eS is the sparse instance similarity matrix such that:
eSij ¼ exp � jjxi�xj jj
2

2r2

� �
; xj 2Nk xið Þorxi 2Nk xj

� �
;

0; otherwise;

8<
:

where r is the parameter which is set to 1 for simplicity and Nk xið Þ denotes the set of top-k nearest neighbors of xi. For
simplicity, the Euclidean distance is employed to compute the top-k nearest neighbors of instance.

Denote bS by a diagonal matrix with bSii ¼
Pn

j¼1
eSij equaling to the sum of the ith row of eS. To make the similarity matrix

invariant to different scalings, we normalize the similarity matrix as S bS�1
2eSbS�1

2.

Note that SeYC� �
ij
¼P

p

P
mSipeYpmCmj, which means the i; jth entry of the label matrix can be derived by instance and label

correlations. The larger the similarity between the ith and pth instances (and the larger the similarity between the mth and

jth labels) is, the larger weights imposed on eYpm for computing Yij becomes.

4.4. Instance granular discrimination

Granular discrimination-based regularization can be employed to minimize the inner-class distance and maximize the
intraclass distance of positive and negative instances[14,43]. We employ the cluster algorithm to partition the instance sets
into p disjoint clusters whose centers are respectively denoted as ex1; ex2; � � �exp

� �
. In view of Granular computing

[27,32,33,36,38], the cluster centers appropriately characterize the global granular structure of the data space. The aggrega-
tion and divergence degrees of those granules under the mth (m ¼ 1; � � �q) label can be approximately reflected by the fol-
lowing distance:
jj exi � exj
� �

W�mjj22 ¼WT
�m ex i � exj
� �T exi � exj

� �
W�m; ð5Þ
where W�m is the mth column of W and jj � jj2 is the vector norm. Given the ith and jth cluster centers exi and exj, denote a

matrix D i;jf g ¼ exi � exj
� �T exi � exj

� �
(T is the transpose operator). Then, Eq. (5) is rewritten as WT

�mD i;jf gW�m. Furthermore, one

can see that the mapping distances between exi and exj under all q labels are stored in the diagonal entries of matrixWTD i;jf gW.

Denote a diagonal matrix eT i;jf g ¼ diag T
id ex i

� �
� � Tid ex j

� �
�

� 	
, where id exi

� �
is the index of the row that exi lies and diag �ð Þ is the

diagonalization matrix of vector. Then, the discrimination loss of all cluster center pairs exi and exj under all labels can be for-
mulated as
R Wð Þ ¼
Xp

i;j¼1
tr WTD i;jf gW

� �
� eT i;jf g

� �
: ð6Þ
Property 1. tr WTD i;jf gW
� �

�eJ i;jf g
� �

¼Pq
m¼1jj exi � exj

� �
W�mjj22TimTjm.

Proof. We have tr WTD i;jf gW
� �

� eT i;jf g
� �

¼Pq
m¼1 WTD i;jf gW

� �
mm

eT i;jf g
� �

mm
. Since eT i;jf g

� �
mm
¼ TimTjm, the conclusion is then

derived. �.
The semantics of Property 1 can be elaborated as follows. Since the sign of each entry in T is consistent with each corre-

sponding entry in eY , if the mth label notations of exi and exj are the same, i.e., both with þ1 or �1 notations, theneT i;jf g
� �

mm
¼ TimTjm P 0. In this case, WTD i;jf gW

� �
mm

eT i;jf g
� �

mm
P 0, which implies a positive penalty is imposed to minimize

the diversity between their outputs onmth label. Otherwise, if themth label notations of exi and exj are different, i.e., one with
þ1 label and another with �1 label, then a negative penalty is imposed to maximize the diversity between their outputs on
mth label. Of course, missing labels involved are not penalized in Eq. (6).

Denote two matrixes by eTþi;jf g ¼max eT i;jf g; 0
� �

and eT�i;jf g ¼max �eT i;jf g;0
� �

, which retain the positive and negative entries in

eT i;jf g, respectively. We have eT i;jf g ¼ eTþi;jf g � eT�i;jf g. Then Eq. (6) can be written as the difference of two convex parts:
Xp

i;j¼1
tr WTD i;jf gW

� �
� eTþi;jf g� �

�
Xp

i;j¼1
tr WTD i;jf gW

� �
� eT�i;jf g� �

: ð7Þ
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4.5. Optimization

Based on the above considerations, the objective function, which is to find W;Y and C, can be summarized as follows:
L W;C;Yð Þ ¼ jj XW� Yð Þ � Jjj2F þ k1jj Y � eY� �
� Tjj2F

þk2jj SeYC� Y
� �

� Jjj2F þ k3
Xp

i;j¼1
tr WTD i;jf gW

� �
� eTþi;jf g� �

�k3
Xp

i;j¼1
tr WTD i;jf gW

� �
� eT�i;jf g� �

þ k4jjWjj2;1:

ð8Þ
The proposed optimization model can simultaneously make use of the feature information and label information for label
reconstruction. Moreover, the instance discrimination is considered to improve the discrimination power of the prediction
model.

4.6. Update W with fixed C and Y

When C and Y are fixed, the objective function in Eq. (8) w.r.t. W is simplified as:
L1 W;C;Yð Þ ¼ Gvex Wð Þ þ Gcav Wð Þ ð9Þ

where Gvex Wð Þ and Gcav Wð Þ are respectively the convex part and the concave part, satisfying:
Gvex Wð Þ ¼ jj XW� Yð Þ � Jjj2F
þk3

Xp

i;j¼1
tr WTD i;jf gW

� �
� eTþi;jf g� �

þ k4jjWjj2;1;

Gcav Wð Þ ¼ �k3
Xp

i;j¼1
tr WTD i;jf gW

� �
� eT�i;jf g� �

:

ð10Þ
The derivatives of Gvex Wð Þ and Gcav Wð Þ w.r.t. W are calculated as follows: (denote J1 ¼ J � J in the full paper),
rGvex Wð Þ ¼ 2XT XW� Yð Þ � J1ð Þ

þ2k3
Xp

i;j¼1
D i;jf gWeTþi;jf g þ 2k4HW;

rGcav Wð Þ ¼ �2k3
Xp

i;j¼1
D i;jf gWeT�i;jf g;

ð11Þ
where H is the diagonal matrix satisfying Hii ¼ 1
2jjWi� jj2.

Denote Wt by the solution of W at each the tth iteration. According to the CCCP algorithm [40], Wtþ1 satisfies that
rGvex Wtþ1
� �

¼ �rGcav Wt� �
: ð12Þ
This leads to the following update procedure:
Wtþ1 ¼ argmin
W

Gvex Wð Þ þ rGcav Wt� �
W

� �
: ð13Þ
Consequently, the optimization for W can be converted to solving the convex objective function. By setting the right-hand
side formula in Eq. (13) to zero, we transform the linear equation into the vector form based on the theorem presented in
[12]:
I� XT
� �

diag vec J1ð Þð Þ I� Xð Þvec Wtþ1
� �

þk3
Xp

i;j¼1

eTþi;jf g � D i;jf g
� �

vec Wtþ1
� �

þk4 I�Htþ1
� �

vec Wtþ1
� �

¼ vec XT Y � J1ð Þ
� �

þ k3
Xp

i;j¼1

eT�i;jf g � D i;jf g
� �

vec Wt� �
;

ð14Þ
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where � is the tensor product, vec �ð Þ is the vectorization of a matrix, and diag �ð Þ is the diagonalization matrix of a vector. It is
observed that Htþ1 is determined by Wtþ1 at each iteration, which is difficult to be directly obtained. Because the iteration is
convergent, the tth iteration result Ht approximately substitutes Htþ1 when computing Wtþ1 in Eq. (14).

For simplicity, we denote the following symbols:
H ¼ I� X

Qþ ¼Pp
i;j¼1

eTþi;jf g � D i;jf g
� �

Q� ¼Pp
i;j¼1

eT�i;jf g � D i;jf g
� �

U ¼ XT Y � J1ð Þ.
We can rewrite Eq. (14) at the tth iteration as
HTdiag vec J1ð Þð ÞHþ k3Q
þ þ k4 I�Ht� �� �

vec Wtþ1
� �

¼ vec Ut� � þk3Q�vec Wt� �
:

ð15Þ
Eq. (15) is a linear equation w.r.t. Wtþ1 which can be efficiently solved by many optimization packages.

4.7. Update C with Fixed W and Y

When W and Y are fixed, the objective function w.r.t C can be written as
L2 Cð Þ ¼ k2jj SeYC� Y
� �

� Tjj2F : ð16Þ
Denote that T1 ¼ T � T. The derivative of L2 Cð Þ is calculated as follows:
rL2 ¼ 2k2 SeY� �T
SeYC� Y

� �
� T1

� �
: ð17Þ
By setting Eq. (17) to zero, we transform the linear equation into the vector form:
I� SeY� �T
� 	

diag vec T1ð Þð Þ I� SeY� �� �
vec Cð Þ

¼ I� SeY� �T
� 	

diag vec T1ð Þð Þvec Yð Þ:
ð18Þ
Denote N ¼ I� SeY� �
for simplicity. We can rewrite Eq. (18) at the tth iteration as
NTdiag vec T1ð Þð ÞNvec Ctþ1
� �

¼ NTdiag vec T1ð Þð Þvec Yt� �
: ð19Þ
When W and Y are fixed, the solution of C at each iteration can be similarly obtained by solving the linear equation Eq. (19).

4.8. Update Y with fixed W and C

When W and C are fixed, the objective function w.r.t. Y can be written as
L3 Yð Þ ¼ jj XW� Yð Þ � Jjj2F þ k1jj Y � eY� �
� Tjj2F

þk2jj SeYC� Y
� �

� Jjj2F :
ð20Þ
Recall that J1 ¼ J � J and T1 ¼ T � T. The derivative of R Yð Þ w.r.t. Y is calculated as follows:
rL3 ¼ 2 Y � XWð Þ � J1 þ 2k1 Y � eY� �
� T1

þ2k2 Y � SeYC� �
� J1:

ð21Þ
By setting Eq. (21) to zero, we can transform the linear equation at the tth iteration into the vector form:
1þ k2ð Þdiag vec J1ð Þð Þ þ k1diag vec T1ð Þð Þð Þvec Ytþ1
� �

¼ vec XWtþ1 þ k2SeYCtþ1
� �

� J1 þ k1eY � T1

� �
:

ð22Þ
By solving the linear equation Eq. (22), the solution of Y can be similarly obtained. As shown by the above analysis, the opti-
mizations with respect toW;C and Y are respectively convex. Hence, the three subroutines can be solved by alternating opti-
mization based on the block coordinate descent algorithm [35] until convergence has occurred.
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Algorithm1: C2ML Algorithm

Input: Data matrix X, observed label matrix eY, parameters ki; i ¼ 1;2;3;4ð Þ and the number of nearest neighbors k;
Output: Mapping matrix W, label similarity matrix C and predicted label matrix Y.

1: Initialize W1  XTXþ gI
� ��1

XT eY;Y1  eY, and randomly initialize C1;

2: Compute penalty factor matrices J and T, instance similarity matrix S;
3: Repeat
4: Compute the diagonal matrix Ht;

5: Update Wtþ1 with fixed Wt ;Ct;Yt , and Ht by solving Eq. (15);

6: Update Ctþ1 with fixed Yt by solving Eq. (19);

7: Update Ytþ1 with fixed Wtþ1 and Ctþ1 by solving Eq. (22);
8: Until convergence;
9: Return W;C and Y.
5. Experiments

5.1. Experiment preparation

In this section, we perform a sequence of experiments to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method by comparing
it with current state-of-art algorithms on data sets with missing labels. The multi-label data sets used for comparison are
downloaded from the websites of Mulan1 and Uco2, which are outlined in Table 1. Most data sets have no less than 5,000
instances, which are usually regarded as large data in multi-label learning [43]. In Table 1, ‘‘Instance”, ‘‘Features” and ‘‘Label”
represent the number of instances, the number of features, and the number of labels, respectively. ‘‘Card.” means the label car-
dinality, which is the number of labels distributed evenly to all instances, and ‘‘Dens.” denotes the normalization of label car-
dinality by the number of labels. The incomplete label ratios vary with different portions of random missing labels, that is,
30%;50%, and 70%. (See Table 2).

Four widely used rank-based metrics, including MacroaverageAUC;Hammingloss;Coverage, and MacroF1 are employed to
examine the performances of different multi-label learning algorithms. These metrics measures the predictive accuracy from
various aspects, whose detailed definitions can be found in [42]. For MacroaverageAUC and MacroF1, the greater the values,
the better the performance; whereas for Hammingloss and Coverage, the smaller the values, the better the performance.

5.2. Comparing algorithms

We compare the proposed algorithms against some state-of-the-art algorithms, including MSWL [41], Glocal [47], ESMC
[1], LSML [13], MNECM [8], DM2L-l [26], and DM2L-nl [26]. Note that ESMC and LSML were released in 2019 and MSWL,
MNECM, DM2L-l, and DM2L-nl were released in 2020, and the advancement and superiority of the proposed algorithms
can be guaranteed through comparative verification. All these algorithms were downloaded from open source websites,
and their configuration parameters are those suggested in their original sources. Each of the algorithms focuses on weakly
supervised learning tasks and is capable of handling missing labels.

C2ML and C2MLE: Two co-training multi-label methods proposed in this work. After obtaining the satisfactoryW;Y and C,
the two types of prediction schemes are implemented as follows. C2ML is based on the direct linear mapping: Ytest ¼ XtestW,
whereXtest is thematrix of test instances, and Ytest is the predicted label matrix for Xtest; C2MLE is based on ensemble learning:
Ytest ¼ XtestWþ k2Stest;trainYC, where Stest;train is the similarity matrix between the test instances and training instances. The

parameters k1; k2; k3 and k4 are searched in 10�3;10�2; � � �;1
n o

. For simplicity, the number of clusters p and the number of

neighbors k are both set to 10. The influence when different parameters vary is also roughly examined as shown in Fig. 5.
MSWL [41]: It first fills missing labels by global label correlation with a one-to-all style, and then uses feature manifold to

build the regularizer. The parameters a and b are tuned in 10�3;10�1; � � �;103
n o

. and c is tuned in 10�6;10�5; � � �;106
n o

.

Glocal [47]: It applies the low-rank structure of the label matrix, and learns a mapping from the feature space to the latent
labels based on global and local label correlation. The parameter k is set to 1; k2 is set to 10�3; k3 and k4 are searched in

10�4;10�3; � � �;1
n o

, and k and g are tuned in 5;10;15;20f g.
ESMC [1]: Non-linearly embedding-based methods is used to represent the label assignments in a low-dimensional space,

which can predict the tail labels more accurately. The parameters k;q and rz are searched in 101;102; � � �;105
n o

.

1 http://mulan.sourceforge.net/datasets.html
2 http://www.uco.es/kdis/mllresources/
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Table 2
Description of multi-label data sets.

Data sets Instances Features Labels Card. Dens.

Birds 645 260 19 1.470 0.074
Business 5,000 438 30 1.588 0.053
CAL500 502 68 174 26.043 0.149
Computers 5,000 681 33 1.509 0.048
Education 5,000 550 33 1.461 0.044
Health 5,000 612 32 1.662 0.052
Recreation 5,000 606 22 1.423 0.065
Reference 5,000 793 33 1.169 0.035
Science 5,000 743 40 1.451 0.036
Social 5,000 636 27 1.283 0.033
Society 5,000 636 27 1.692 0.063
Stackexchess 1,334 585 227 2.411 0.011
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LSML [13]: A method to learn label-specific features for multi-label classification with incomplete labels. The parameters

k1; k2; k3 and k4 are searched in 10�5;10�4; � � �;103
n o

.

MNECM [8]: A label confidence matrix is constructed using the positive and negative label density and kernel extreme
learning machine in introduced for linear prediction. The kernel and regularization parameters are both set to 1 and the ker-
nel function chooses RBF.

DM2L-l and DM2L-nl [26]: Two models based on the local low-rank and global high-rank structures of the label space.
They employ linear and gaussian kernel functions to map the feature matrix into a high dimensional space. The parameter

kd is searched in 10�5;10�4; � � �;105
n o

and the threshold value d is fixed at 0.005.

As suggested by [41], fivefold cross-validation are used to conduct the experiment with all the comparing methods. The
experimental process on each data set is repeated five times and the average result of the five results is finally record.

5.3. Result analysis

Tables 3–14 record the experimental results of different methods in terms of the four evaluation metrics when the pro-
portions of missing labels are respectively 30%;50%, and 70%. The best result among all the algorithms on each data set is
highlighted in boldface.As shown in Tables 3–14, each algorithm under comparison exhibits its own advantage in addressing
the multi-label learning task with missing labels while the proposed method has statistically superior performance among
all in terms of each of the evaluation metrics. Specifically, in Table 3, the proposed C2MLE outperforms all the other Algo-
rithms 7 times among the data sets whereas the proposed C2ML is only inferior to C2MLE on most of the data sets. Similar
cases are also reported in other tables with different metrics or different missing label ratios. The advantage becomes more
pronounced when 50% of the labels are missing. In most cases, C2MLE constantly obtains the best result, and C2ML con-
stantly obtains the second-best result. Furthermore, in Table 14, C2MLE and C2ML only perform worse than DM2L-l at four
cases, and perform the best two at other cases. To summarize, the ensemble classifier C2MLE improves the results to a cer-
tain extent compared to the nonensemble version C2ML, and the proposed method performs satisfactorily against other
comparison methods at different proportions of missing labels. (See Table 15).

As the results reported in these tables, we arrive at a couple of observations. All the learning algorithms can achieve rel-
atively good performances in terms of the four metrics. In addition, the proposed algorithms performs almost among the best
Table 3
Comparative analysis of prediction performance of different algorithms in terms of AUC "while the missing label ratio is 30%, where the best results (the larger
the better) are shown in bold.

Methods AUC "
MSWL Glocal ESMC LSML MNECM DM2L-l DM2L-nl C2MLE C2ML

Birds 0.836 0.834 0.726 0.810 0.814 0.853 0.768 0.840 0.840
Business 0.898 0.917 0.904 0.895 0.906 0.913 0.913 0.921 0.920
CAL500 0.702 0.753 0.562 0.708 0.720 0.795 0.787 0.763 0.760
Computer 0.860 0.851 0.831 0.810 0.841 0.860 0.845 0.867 0.867
Education 0.849 0.843 0.843 0.809 0.858 0.848 0.871 0.879 0.877
Health 0.901 0.891 0.890 0.868 0.904 0.896 0.892 0.909 0.907
Recreation 0.544 0.782 0.752 0.751 0.785 0.788 0.739 0.785 0.784
Reference 0.862 0.858 0.855 0.824 0.866 0.870 0.868 0.892 0.891
Science 0.862 0.808 0.795 0.776 0.817 0.823 0.807 0.838 0.836
Social 0.880 0.863 0.860 0.844 0.882 0.882 0.873 0.902 0.900
Society 0.785 0.773 0.776 0.743 0.782 0.789 0.797 0.787 0.785
Stackexchess 0.880 0.884 0.777 0.825 0.842 0.826 0.816 0.867 0.865
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Table 6
Comparative analysis of prediction performance of different algorithms in terms of Macro F1 " while the missing label ratio is 30%, where the best results (the
larger the better) are shown in bold.

Methods Macro F1 "
MSWL Glocal ESMC LSML MNECM DM2L-l DM2L-nl C2MLE C2ML

Birds 0.135 0.314 0.092 0.259 0.038 0.133 0.059 0.294 0.291
Business 0.221 0.125 0.144 0.131 0.074 0.138 0.138 0.194 0.154
CAL500 0.626 0.156 0.261 0.177 0.183 0.139 0.143 0.140 0.145
Computer 0.086 0.106 0.042 0.111 0.076 0.093 0.021 0.147 0.135
Education 0.086 0.115 0.138 0.117 0.076 0.116 0.061 0.121 0.119
Health 0.097 0.186 0.185 0.204 0.085 0.212 0.083 0.232 0.165
Recreation 0.115 0.188 0.060 0.192 0.117 0.193 0.060 0.195 0.189
Reference 0.072 0.110 0.117 0.114 0.060 0.114 0.061 0.149 0.103
Science 0.079 0.117 0.045 0.127 0.065 0.139 0.137 0.123 0.123
Social 0.067 0.133 0.107 0.130 0.055 0.157 0.051 0.144 0.144
Society 0.115 0.134 0.054 0.143 0.106 0.125 0.016 0.152 0.151
Stackexchess 0.026 0.014 0.017 0.019 0.020 0.060 0.012 0.038 0.037

Table 4
Comparative analysis of prediction performance of different algorithms in terms of Rankingloss # while the missing label ratio is 30%, where the best results
(the smaller the better) are shown in bold.

Methods Rankingloss #
MSWL Glocal ESMC LSML MNECM DM2L-l DM2L-nl C2MLE C2ML

Birds 0.132 0.135 0.238 0.151 0.156 0.117 0.189 0.131 0.131
Business 0.250 0.056 0.065 0.074 0.060 0.059 0.059 0.056 0.059
CAL500 0.296 0.246 0.431 0.291 0.302 0.202 0.213 0.205 0.210
Computer 0.124 0.130 0.129 0.165 0.120 0.122 0.117 0.108 0.119
Education 0.131 0.135 0.135 0.167 0.118 0.126 0.118 0.108 0.110
Health 0.074 0.079 0.081 0.101 0.067 0.075 0.088 0.069 0.072
Recreation 0.448 0.185 0.209 0.213 0.173 0.180 0.228 0.180 0.187
Reference 0.121 0.124 0.123 0.157 0.112 0.111 0.117 0.091 0.098
Science 0.160 0.165 0.179 0.198 0.154 0.151 0.170 0.140 0.142
Social 0.091 0.105 0.105 0.121 0.085 0.085 0.095 0.073 0.074
Society 0.164 0.175 0.178 0.203 0.165 0.159 0.168 0.169 0.172
Stackexchess 0.120 0.116 0.220 0.174 0.150 0.170 0.171 0.132 0.135

Table 5
Comparative analysis of prediction performance of different algorithms in terms of Coverage # while the missing label ratio is 30%, where the best results (the
smaller the better) are shown in bold.

Methods Coverage #
MSWL Glocal ESMC LSML MNECM DM2L-l DM2L-nl C2MLE C2ML

Birds 3.656 3.653 5.774 3.910 4.130 0.133 4.604 3.520 3.526
Business 9.164 3.122 3.570 3.956 3.564 0.138 3.308 2.838 2.912
CAL500 158.848 149.892 165.669 156.764 138.925 137.661 139.087 140.151 141.523
Computer 5.613 5.937 6.135 7.376 5.934 0.093 5.512 4.911 5.220
Education 5.810 6.147 6.057 7.385 5.511 0.116 4.929 4.693 4.763
Health 4.084 4.512 4.527 5.352 4.069 0.212 4.386 3.768 3.836
Recreation 10.902 5.135 5.629 5.833 4.926 0.193 5.866 5.019 5.120
Reference 4.759 4.901 4.924 5.964 4.451 0.114 4.450 3.576 3.752
Science 8.205 8.513 9.188 10.041 8.162 0.139 8.457 7.226 7.308
Social 4.816 5.541 5.548 6.245 4.571 0.157 4.933 3.810 3.866
Society 6.696 7.056 7.017 7.859 6.769 0.125 6.480 6.674 6.736
Stackexchess 49.854 47.824 85.095 71.239 64.754 0.060 70.363 54.787 55.243
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two on most of the data sets. The success of the proposed algorithms is due to the simultaneous utilization of feature man-
ifold and label manifold for training and the semi-supervised setting for prediction. Hence, the predictive classifier ensem-
bles more compact and sufficient information of features and labels.

To further reflect the superiority of the proposed method, Friedman test [11] and Bonferroni-Dunn test [9] are utilized to
evaluate the statistical significance of the compared algorithms. Let rj be the average rank of algorithm j on all data sets, N
the number of multi-label data sets, and K the number of multi-label feature selection algorithms. Under the null-hypothesis,

Friedman statistic FF follows a Fisher distribution: FF ¼ N�1ð Þv2F
N K�1ð Þ�v2F

, where v2
F ¼ 12N

K Kþ1ð Þ
PK

j¼1r
2
j � K Kþ1ð Þ2

4

� �
.
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Table 7
Comparative analysis of prediction performance of different algorithms in terms of AUC "while the missing label ratio is 50%, where the best results (the larger
the better) are shown in bold.

Methods AUC "
MSWL Glocal ESMC LSML MNECM DM2L-l DM2L-nl C2MLE C2ML

Birds 0.812 0.826 0.704 0.794 0.809 0.829 0.758 0.830 0.829
Business 0.676 0.918 0.888 0.876 0.891 0.908 0.913 0.923 0.922
CAL500 0.6858 0.7573 0.5955 0.6882 0.5121 0.7652 0.7791 0.7932 0.7819
Computer 0.848 0.851 0.816 0.785 0.825 0.848 0.845 0.865 0.864
Education 0.836 0.854 0.825 0.782 0.831 0.833 0.870 0.885 0.884
Health 0.889 0.893 0.878 0.835 0.884 0.881 0.890 0.910 0.909
Recreation 0.616 0.779 0.728 0.726 0.759 0.773 0.738 0.791 0.790
Reference 0.852 0.866 0.817 0.797 0.844 0.860 0.869 0.893 0.892
Science 0.797 0.804 0.758 0.743 0.788 0.806 0.807 0.841 0.839
Social 0.865 0.862 0.843 0.812 0.860 0.871 0.871 0.903 0.903
Society 0.769 0.768 0.752 0.715 0.756 0.773 0.796 0.800 0.799
Stackexchess 0.854 0.866 0.736 0.793 0.814 0.784 0.813 0.864 0.861

Table 8
Comparative analysis of prediction performance of different algorithms in terms of Rankingloss # while the missing label ratio is 50%, where the best results
(the smaller the better) are shown in bold.

Methods Rankingloss #
MSWL Glocal ESMC LSML MNECM DM2L-l DM2L-nl C2MLE C2ML

Birds 0.152 0.136 0.258 0.168 0.151 0.135 0.194 0.133 0.133
Business 0.318 0.057 0.077 0.088 0.071 0.064 0.060 0.055 0.057
CAL500 0.3124 0.2425 0.4001 0.3110 0.4886 0.2315 0.2181 0.2053 0.2170
Computer 0.136 0.130 0.146 0.191 0.137 0.133 0.116 0.106 0.118
Education 0.146 0.126 0.156 0.196 0.145 0.143 0.119 0.102 0.104
Health 0.087 0.081 0.092 0.133 0.085 0.088 0.090 0.070 0.072
Recreation 0.371 0.189 0.238 0.242 0.200 0.193 0.230 0.174 0.180
Reference 0.129 0.117 0.162 0.185 0.133 0.121 0.115 0.092 0.099
Science 0.177 0.169 0.217 0.230 0.181 0.164 0.171 0.139 0.141
Social 0.102 0.104 0.120 0.150 0.105 0.094 0.096 0.073 0.073
Society 0.186 0.185 0.203 0.236 0.192 0.177 0.169 0.162 0.164
Stackexchess 0.148 0.132 0.257 0.200 0.174 0.208 0.178 0.128 0.133

Table 9
Comparative analysis of prediction performance of different algorithms in terms of Coverage # while the missing label ratio is 50%, where the best results (the
smaller the better) are shown in bold.

Methods Coverage #
MSWL Glocal ESMC LSML MNECM DM2L-l DM2L-nl C2MLE C2ML

Birds 4.121 3.842 6.235 4.542 4.235 3.700 4.827 3.731 3.737
Business 10.787 3.150 4.137 4.689 4.200 3.620 3.077 2.830 2.905
CAL500 165.3944 151.2510 165.6255 157.0757 230.0460 145.8653 160.1598 138.7689 146.0916
Computer 6.031 5.858 6.773 8.218 6.510 6.012 5.481 4.916 5.246
Education 6.424 5.711 6.832 8.251 6.482 6.504 4.948 4.430 4.469
Health 4.658 4.564 5.083 6.572 4.857 5.026 4.450 3.752 3.802
Recreation 9.133 5.209 6.308 6.447 5.563 5.373 5.858 4.847 4.944
Reference 5.058 4.578 6.204 6.885 5.186 4.823 4.386 3.568 3.735
Science 8.988 8.602 10.725 11.316 9.318 8.662 8.486 7.080 7.147
Social 5.497 5.557 6.235 7.471 5.529 5.190 5.027 3.796 3.813
Society 7.276 7.275 7.832 8.683 7.552 7.117 6.514 6.338 6.383
Stackexchess 60.859 55.238 96.792 80.657 73.702 83.375 71.785 54.287 55.144
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We can further obtain the Friedman statistic FF on the evaluation metrics and the critical value as shown in Table 14
while the proportions of missing labels are respectively 30%;50%, and 70%. As seen in these tables, the null hypothesis, that
the performance of all methods is equivalent, is clearly rejected on each evaluation metric at significance level a ¼ 0:05.
Then, Bonferroni-Dunn test is used to further evaluate the performance of the methods as shown in Figs. 1–3. The perfor-

mance of two methods is regarded as different, if their average ranks exceeds the critical distance CDa ¼ qa
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K Kþ1ð Þ

6N

q
, where

qa ¼ 3:102 is the critical value of the test. We can calculate that CDa ¼ 3:4681 (N ¼ 12;K ¼ 9).
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Table 10
Comparative analysis of prediction performance of different algorithms in terms of MacroF1 " while the missing label ratio is 50%, where the best results (the
larger the better) are shown in bold.

Methods MacroF1 "
MSWL Glocal ESMC LSML MNECM DM2L-l DM2L-nl C2MLE C2ML

Birds 0.145 0.302 0.081 0.293 0.125 0.104 0.068 0.298 0.297
Business 0.069 0.123 0.145 0.128 0.074 0.131 0.098 0.212 0.141
CAL500 0.2804 0.3809 0.2939 0.3448 0.3123 0.3425 0.3657 0.3416 0.3421
Computer 0.087 0.099 0.044 0.107 0.076 0.095 0.021 0.123 0.116
Education 0.086 0.102 0.131 0.109 0.076 0.115 0.061 0.111 0.110
Health 0.098 0.186 0.183 0.176 0.085 0.211 0.070 0.215 0.150
Recreation 0.126 0.183 0.060 0.183 0.118 0.195 0.115 0.189 0.184
Reference 0.073 0.111 0.112 0.109 0.060 0.121 0.061 0.147 0.083
Science 0.079 0.104 0.046 0.115 0.065 0.123 0.056 0.105 0.104
Social 0.068 0.120 0.114 0.105 0.055 0.172 0.052 0.151 0.151
Society 0.116 0.122 0.045 0.132 0.106 0.117 0.016 0.140 0.139
Stackexchess 0.026 0.013 0.016 0.016 0.020 0.052 0.011 0.034 0.033

Table 12
Comparative analysis of prediction performance of different algorithms in terms of Rankingloss # while the missing label ratio is 70%, where the best results
(the smaller the better) are shown in bold.

Methods Rankingloss #
MSWL Glocal ESMC LSML MNECM DM2L-l DM2L-nl C2MLE C2ML

Birds 0.177 0.181 0.325 0.237 0.210 0.151 0.204 0.169 0.169
Business 0.312 0.056 0.077 0.111 0.084 0.072 0.058 0.059 0.061
CAL500 0.3004 0.2669 0.4173 0.3480 0.4916 0.2346 0.2315 0.2093 0.2138
Computer 0.171 0.132 0.184 0.236 0.170 0.159 0.115 0.110 0.120
Education 0.178 0.134 0.215 0.258 0.206 0.173 0.120 0.106 0.107
Health 0.115 0.082 0.121 0.178 0.115 0.103 0.089 0.066 0.069
Recreation 0.397 0.201 0.275 0.293 0.247 0.211 0.230 0.180 0.186
Reference 0.153 0.122 0.195 0.233 0.171 0.143 0.117 0.096 0.101
Science 0.196 0.180 0.252 0.282 0.226 0.192 0.171 0.145 0.146
Social 0.125 0.098 0.147 0.196 0.134 0.109 0.094 0.076 0.076
Society 0.203 0.177 0.222 0.262 0.211 0.191 0.170 0.167 0.168
Stackexchess 0.180 0.147 0.322 0.254 0.230 0.248 0.183 0.157 0.160

Table 11
Comparative analysis of prediction performance of different algorithms in terms of AUC "while the missing label ratio is 70%, where the best results (the larger
the better) are shown in bold.

Methods AUC "
MSWL Glocal ESMC LSML MNECM DM2L-l DM2L-nl C2MLE C2ML

Birds 0.782 0.779 0.649 0.721 0.757 0.817 0.758 0.799 0.799
Business 0.680 0.917 0.887 0.851 0.875 0.897 0.915 0.917 0.916
CAL500 0.6981 0.7328 0.5787 0.6512 0.5111 0.7851 0.7845 0.7897 0.7895
Computer 0.813 0.848 0.772 0.744 0.793 0.820 0.845 0.858 0.858
Education 0.807 0.852 0.772 0.726 0.776 0.807 0.870 0.882 0.881
Health 0.857 0.892 0.847 0.792 0.852 0.865 0.890 0.913 0.912
Recreation 0.594 0.766 0.694 0.681 0.717 0.755 0.735 0.785 0.784
Reference 0.829 0.863 0.783 0.749 0.805 0.837 0.868 0.889 0.890
Science 0.782 0.798 0.726 0.697 0.747 0.781 0.807 0.837 0.836
Social 0.841 0.872 0.812 0.770 0.829 0.854 0.873 0.895 0.895
Society 0.751 0.777 0.736 0.695 0.741 0.760 0.796 0.793 0.792
Stackexchess 0.824 0.845 0.668 0.741 0.758 0.742 0.807 0.835 0.833
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As indicates in Figs. 1–3, the rank of C2MLE exceeds that of LSML, ESMC, Glocal, DM2L-nl, and MSWL over one CD on all
the four metric with 30%missing label, and C2MLE outperforms LSML, ESMC, MNECM, DM2L-l, and MSWL by one CDmargin
on AUC;Rankingloss and Coverage with 50% missing label. Accordingly, the proposed method has significantly different per-
formance to each of the comparing method. Moreover, in Fig. 1, C2ML can defeat LSML, ESMC, Glocal and MSWL on AUC and
Coverage, and can defeat DM2L-nl and MNECM on MacroF1. It is shown even greater advantages when comparing the algo-
rithms in Figs. 2 and 3. The proposed method achieves competitive performances against other well-established multi-label
classification approaches on those selected data sets.
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Table 13
Comparative analysis of prediction performance of different algorithms in terms of Coverage # while the missing label ratio is 70%, where the best results (the
smaller the better) are shown in bold.

Methods Coverage #
MSWL Glocal ESMC LSML MNECM DM2L-l DM2L-nl C2MLE C2ML

Birds 4.644 4.789 7.421 5.74 5.285 4.040 4.926 4.412 4.409
Business 10.707 3.071 4.051 5.366 4.571 3.943 2.971 3.008 3.079
CAL500 164.1315 157.1793 165.0359 162.4382 230.2069 153.1256 165.0128 143.0637 143.8367
Computer 7.418 5.929 8.197 9.694 7.631 7.085 5.442 5.114 5.416
Education 7.543 5.795 8.832 10.387 8.634 7.498 4.980 4.535 4.571
Health 5.921 4.541 6.258 8.231 6.097 5.603 4.414 3.636 3.687
Recreation 9.868 5.479 7.103 7.515 6.596 5.846 5.858 4.987 5.082
Reference 5.882 4.740 7.338 8.480 6.530 5.574 4.442 3.669 3.783
Science 9.938 9.061 12.248 13.415 11.163 9.866 8.445 7.348 7.381
Social 6.414 5.157 7.405 9.233 6.757 5.835 4.933 4.092 4.128
Society 7.871 7.032 8.466 9.337 8.112 7.558 6.532 6.535 6.562
Stackexchess 71.47 63.065 114.831 94.342 89.143 96.345 75.072 65.29 64.419

Table 14
Comparative analysis of prediction performance of different algorithms in terms of MacroF1 " while the missing label ratio is 70%, where the best results (the
larger the better) are shown in bold.

Methods Macro F1 "
MSWL Glocal ESMC LSML MNECM DM2L-l DM2L-nl C2MLE C2ML

Birds 0.135 0.193 0.100 0.184 0.133 0.098 0.065 0.184 0.184
Business 0.070 0.115 0.134 0.105 0.075 0.135 0.098 0.185 0.117
CAL500 0.2924 0.3610 0.2691 0.3509 0.3611 0.2691 0.3209 0.3510 0.3540
Computer 0.087 0.078 0.039 0.092 0.077 0.082 0.021 0.108 0.103
Education 0.085 0.082 0.115 0.094 0.077 0.094 0.061 0.111 0.109
Health 0.100 0.186 0.156 0.141 0.086 0.206 0.079 0.203 0.139
Recreation 0.125 0.162 0.034 0.166 0.120 0.190 0.033 0.167 0.163
Reference 0.072 0.089 0.099 0.088 0.060 0.104 0.061 0.130 0.068
Science 0.080 0.085 0.042 0.100 0.065 0.131 0.041 0.095 0.094
Social 0.067 0.099 0.101 0.086 0.055 0.123 0.051 0.130 0.130
Society 0.116 0.110 0.045 0.123 0.108 0.120 0.017 0.140 0.140
Stackexchess 0.025 0.014 0.029 0.027 0.020 0.039 0.035 0.025 0.026

Table 15
Summary of the Friedman statistics FF (K ¼ 9;N ¼ 12) and the critical value with different evaluation metrics (a ¼ 0:05)

Missing ratio Metrics FF Critical value

30% AUC 19.1563 2.0578
Rankingloss 13.7891
Coverage 17.2458
MacroF1 11.8652

50% AUC 43.7896 2.0578
Rankingloss 43.9635
Coverage 43.8596
MacroF1 17.1256

c 70% AUC 53.9452 2.0578
Rankingloss 55.6158
Coverage 50.8756
MacroF1 11.1456
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5.4. Sensitivity analysis

In this part, we analyze the influence of the parameters involved in the experiments, including regularization parameters
ki; i ¼ 1;2;3;4, and the number of clusters p. We vary one or two parameters while keeping the others fixed. Figs. 4(a)–(d)
demonstrates the influence of k1 and k2 on the Birds data set. As shown in the figure, the method performs well in some
intermediate regions and gradually performs worse toward the outer regions; however, when k1 and k2 are too small, the
feature manifold and label information are not fully utilized, while k1 and k2 are too large, the performance deteriorates
because the effect of feature mapping is weakened. Figs. 4(e)–(l) suggest that there are suitable bounds of k3 and k4 that
can obtain stable performance. This is because that k3 and k4 are respectively used to control the discrimination of instance
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Fig. 1. Comparison of C2MLE and C2ML against algorithms under comparison with the Bonferroni-Dunn test (CDa ¼ 3:4681 at 0.05 significance level) when
the missing label ratio is 30% in terms of (a) AUC, (b) Rankingloss, (c) Coverage, (d) MacroF1.

Fig. 2. Comparison of C2MLE and C2ML against algorithms under comparison with the Bonferroni-Dunn test (CDa ¼ 3:4681 at 0.05 significance level) when
the missing label ratio is 50% in terms of (a) AUC, (b) Rankingloss, (c) Coverage, (d) MacroF1.
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granules and the complexity of the mapping, and their values should be limited to a certain range because of their subor-
dinate priority. Fig. 5 shows the influence when the number of clusters varies. Fuzzy c-means cluster algorithm is adopted
to partition the instances into p groups. It is suggested that too many or too few clusters cannot achieve satisfactory results.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of C2MLE and C2ML against algorithms under comparison with the Bonferroni-Dunn test (CDa ¼ 3:4681 at 0.05 significance level) when
the missing label ratio is 70% in terms of (a) AUC, (b) Rankingloss, (c) Coverage, (d) MacroF1.

Fig. 4. Parameter sensitivity analysis of C2MLE. (a)–(d) Influence with varying k1 and k2 on the Birds dataset. (e)–(h) Influence with varying k3 on the Birds
dataset. (i)–(l) Influence with varying k4 on the Health dataset.
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Fig. 5. Influence with varying the number of clusters p on the Health dataset in terms of (a) AUC, (b) Rankingloss, (c) Coverage, (d) MacroF1.

Fig. 6. Convergence analysis of C2MLE on the (a) Education, (b) Recreation, (c) Sciences, (d) Stackexchess.
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5.5. Convergence analysis

Below, we analyze the convergence of the proposed algorithm. The alternate iteration and the CCCP we adopted can guar-
antee the convergence of the proposed algorithm. Furthermore, Figs. 6(a)–(d) outline the change of the objective value with
respect to each iteration on four data sets, i.e., Education, Recreation, Sciences, and Stackexchess. It is empirically demon-
strated that the curve falls fast within a small number of iterations and then tends towards stability. Hence, the results
empirically demonstrate the convergence of the proposed algorithm in practice.
6. Conclusion

Granular computing has provided a structuralized framework of information organization and information reasoning. In
this paper, the theory of Granular computing is applied to deal with multi-label data with missing label and the granulation
scheme is adopted to partition the data into small sample granules. The label discrimination between different sample gran-
ules is formalized to increase the interclass distance and to minimize the innerclass distance of sample granules. The label
discrimination of sample granules is further combined with label-specific feature learning and label correlation learning to
construct training optimization problem for multi-label learning with missing label. Moreover, an adaptive penalty mecha-
nism is imposed on the labels with different scales to achieve equal importance. A comparative study involving some well-
established approaches verifies the competitive performance of the proposed method. In short, one of the important contri-
butions of this work is that a unified multi-label learning framework is proposed to the joint learning of classifier, label cor-
relation, and sample granular discrimination. In future work, we will explore fast convergent algorithms and incorporate the
theory of granular computing into weakly supervised learning and hierarchical classification.
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